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The 6 speed auto transmission is one of the most unresponsive that I have ever driven. The
engine is underpowered. Throttle response is not smooth. Initially the car does nothing then
surges. The transmission is too reluctant to downshift making for a frustrating drive. The
transmission downshifts much too slowly. Mash the throttle and I sometimes forget that I've
done it as the seconds count down seconds. That can be dangerous is you try to jump lanes.
Interior feels unusually cheap for a VW. No cup holders in the rear. No cruise control. Rear view
mirror can obstruct. My folks have a Jetta TDI Sportwagen, so I had the pleasure of driving their
car on occasion, and was immediately hooked on its performance and power, with such
incredible fuel economy. We have 2 sons, and it transports the 4 of us around very comfortably.
We get about 38 around town, and have gotten 51 on freeway trips. Love the V-tex Leatherette
interior--so easy to clean. Just a great all-around vehicle. I bought my Jetta 2. I work as an
outside salesperson and was looking for a car that would get great gas mileage and still have
some style. I did not have a Jetta in mind, but the mileage and price were both right, so I test
drove it and to my surprise liked it a lot despite it being fairly vanilla on the style front. After four
months, this car represents who I am very well, a business man. The looks are nice and clean.
Not too boring, but not extroverted. The ride is generally compliant, quite nice on the interstate
but very firm on rough pavement. Impressed with the highway mileage which has been 37 mpg.
I bought this car on July 30 and wish I had bought it sooner. I love this vehicle. This has been a
great car. I am 45 years old this week, only owned 4 cars prior, 1 Nissan and 3 Volvos. VW Jetta
has been great, no issues at all. Very affordable Volvo out-priced me and stopped selling 4
series. So good that husband bought a Passat. Husband owned about 1cars since we married
24 years ago. Passat not as good as Jetta, sorry to say. Never had any maintenance issues with
Jetta. Only issues are it is sometimes hard to get key out of ignition and sometimes difficult to
see out of rear window. Gas mileage exceeds what is printed on invoice. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Jetta. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Love my TDI! Bought new
Now Items per page:. Write a review See all Jettas for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Jetta.
Sign Up. The Volkswagen Jetta is roomy and quite efficient, especially when equipped with the
diesel engine. But other small sedans will likely be more enjoyable to own overall. We're over it.
We've accepted it. We knew Volkswagen set its sights on massive North American sales
success, and that the sixth-generation Jetta, released two years ago, would form the
centerpiece of the automaker's strategy. At the time, we lamented that the new, bigger, more
affordable Jetta also felt cheaper, and its cost-cutting measures were obvious inside, outside
and underneath. The VW Jetta continues in this direction, and while it hasn't grown any more
luxurious or premium, it does remain a solid choice in its class. No longer simply a Golf with a
traditional trunk, the Volkswagen Jetta offers a longer wheelbase and more rear-seat room than
VW's compact hatchback. In fact, the Jetta's rear seat is one of the most spacious in the class,
with 2 inches more legroom than the Chevrolet Cruze or Honda Civic, and 5 inches more than
the Ford Focus. The Jetta's space makes it that rare compact sedan that no longer causes
embarrassment when you unexpectedly need to shuttle upper-level career-makers to an
important lunch. Granted, the hard-touch plastic surfaces inside won't impress much unless
you spring for the cushier SEL trim level. In the price-point frenzy, the Jetta has lost some of the
details that used to give it an edge, like adjustable armrests, rear-seat air vents and a
sophisticated rear suspension. That said, most trim levels offer a pretty generous complement
of standard features, while the top trims and diesel variants benefit from the premium Fender
sound system with a touchscreen interface. We still like the diesel-fueled Jetta, too, and its
impressive highway fuel economy. How much all of the cost-cutting matters to you depends on
your perspective. Volkswagen might have forsaken its traditional enthusiasts, yet the VW Jetta
is still a solid choice as small sedans go. Its spacious interior, standard features, comfortable
ride and optional fuel-efficient diesel fit well with the needs of most buyers. At the same time,
though, the Ford Focus and Mazda 3 are more enjoyable to drive, the Dodge Dart is much more
customizable and the Hyundai Elantra and Nissan Sentra are nearly as fuel-efficient with their
base engines as the Jetta TDI, while costing thousands less. If you're looking for something
"extra" from your small sedan, the Volkswagen Jetta is a solid choice but no longer your best
choice. The Jetta SE gets a more powerful engine, inch steel wheels, two-way power front seats
both with manual lumbar adjustment , a leather-wrapped steering wheel, shift knob and brake
handle, a rear-seat center armrest, a trunk pass-through and premium vinyl upholstery. The SE
Convenience package adds inch alloy wheels, heated front seats, Bluetooth and a six-speaker
sound system with satellite radio and an iPod interface. A sunroof can be added to the
Convenience package and with it comes an upgraded sound system with a touchscreen
interface and SD memory-card reader. The SEL also is available with touchscreen navigation
that bundles an eight-speaker Fender premium sound system with a subwoofer. Adding the

Premium package gets a sunroof and Fender sound system with touchscreen interface. The
Volkswagen Jetta S comes with a 2. A five-speed manual transmission is standard and a
six-speed automatic is optional. These numbers increase slightly if you use premium gasoline.
The bigger engine's EPA-estimated fuel economy is actually quite similar to the 2. In Edmunds
performance testing, a manual-equipped Jetta SEL went from zero to 60 mph in a reasonably
quick 8. The Jetta TDI features a turbocharged 2. A six-speed manual is standard and a
six-speed dual-clutch automated manual gearbox is optional. The VW Jetta comes standard
with traction and stability control, front side airbags, side curtain airbags and active front head
restraints. All Jettas have front and rear antilock disc brakes with brake assist except for the
Base model, which has rear drums. In Edmunds brake testing of an SEL with summer tires, the
Jetta came to a stop from 60 mph in a better-than-average feet. The TDI with all-season tires
closed the same distance in a more disappointing feet. In government crash tests, the Jetta
earned an overall score of four stars out of a possible five. Within that rating, it earned four
stars for overall front crash protection and five stars for overall side-impact protection. The
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety gave the Jetta its best possible rating of "Good" in the
frontal-offset, side and roof strength tests. Although now built for mainstream success in
America, the Volkswagen Jetta still remains decidedly German with its solid and substantial
feel. The ride quality is quite good, as the suspension easily soaks up most road irregularities.
The Jetta's handling is hardly memorable, though, and many other small sedans feel lighter and
more maneuverable at the helm. The base 2. The bigger engine isn't the smoothest nor
richest-sounding in its class, but it's still the better choice. One caveat: We've noticed an
annoying, delayed throttle response when this engine is paired with the six-speed automatic.
Though notably more expensive than the 2. We'd choose the manual transmission, as the DSG
automated manual also suffers from delayed throttle response when in its normal mode. The
Jetta has one of the more ho-hum interiors in the small sedan class. Build quality is still tight,
but the hard plastic surfaces and overall design do little to inspire. But what the Jetta loses in
finer details, it makes up for in the expanse of its cabin and a rear-seat area large enough for
full-size adults to sit comfortably. The We also like the available touchscreen stereo interface
and its redundant dial knob, which is ideal for controlling a portable music player. The
associated navigation system, however, is a bit of a letdown due to the small screen and limited
amount of display information. Available styles include 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Volkswagen Jetta. Is it better
to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease specials
Check out Volkswagen Jetta lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Lackluster interior materials high price
of TDI sluggish throttle with automatic weak base engine. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , upper-level trims get a
few new features and all but the base model get four-wheel disc brakes. An all-new hybrid
model also joins the lineup later in the model year. Read more. Write a review See all 51 reviews.
Surprisingly poor driving car. The 6 speed auto transmission is one of the most unresponsive
that I have ever driven. The engine is underpowered. Throttle response is not smooth. Initially
the car does nothing then surges. The transmission is too reluctant to downshift making for a
frustrating drive. The transmission downshifts much too slowly. Mash the throttle and I
sometimes forget that I've done it as the seconds count down seconds. That can be dangerous
is you try to jump lanes. Interior feels unusually cheap for a VW. No cup holders in the rear. No
cruise control. Rear view mirror can obstruct. Read less. My folks have a Jetta TDI Sportwagen,
so I had the pleasure of driving their car on occasion, and was immediately hooked on its
performance and power, with such incredible fuel economy. We have 2 sons, and it transports
the 4 of us around very comfortably. We get about 38 around town, and have gotten 51 on
freeway trips. Love the V-tex Leatherette interior--so easy to clean. Just a great all-around
vehicle. I bought my Jetta 2. I work as an outside salesperson and was looking for a car that
would get great gas mileage and still have some style. I did not have a Jetta in mind, but the
mileage and price were both right, so I test drove it and to my surprise liked it a lot despite it

being fairly vanilla on the style front. After four months, this car represents who I am very well, a
business man. The looks are nice and clean. Not too boring, but not extroverted. The ride is
generally compliant, quite nice on the interstate but very firm on rough pavement. Impressed
with the highway mileage which has been 37 mpg. I bought this car on July 30 and wish I had
bought it sooner. I love this vehicle. See all 51 reviews of the Used Volkswagen Jetta. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. See full safety scores. People
who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Jetta. Sign Up. Each ranking was
based on 9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings. Displaying 1 - 10 of Volkswagen
Jetta 10 reviews. They give great preformance and mileage. Better than anything else currently
available. The car has all of the features I was looking for and is a very reliable, safe and
affordable. The only thing the car is missing is folding side view mirrors but not very important.
I got it at a good price. Love Our Jetta â€” This is our go to town car. Had it 2 years. Changes
the oil, free at dealer, and no trouoble. Now for a trip to the dealer since it is still in warranty.
Pros: Great driving this sweetheart, handles like a sports car, which it is. Pleanty of power with
the 5 cyl gas engine. Awesome â€” I purchase this car when I had a job change and was
planning on a 90 plus mile commute each way. That has since changed but we are still glad we
have the car. Pros: This TDI can go for ever on a tank of diesel. We love it. Cons: I am 6'7" guy.
We needed a car to help get around the city better with the very important consideration of
being able to park it. So, we were looking at compact, good gas mileage, yet roomie enough for
four and luggage. That is exactly what the Jetta provides. Major bonus comes in the fact that it
is well built and sturdy. Complete confidence in its safety. Pros: Nice, clean vehicle. Good for
everyday use. Cons: 4 cylinder doesn't respond as quick as one might like and the car as a
whole is very "manual". Very Happy With Car â€” Super pleased with economy - I drive mostly
highway, mostly mph and average over 40 mpg. Great stereo, nice comfort, very happy with
ride. Great for trips. Pros: Fantastic gas mileage, decent sized interior for 4 door sedan, good
torque, solid handling and ride at highway speeds. No break-downs or problems. Ive upgraded
the audio to the RCD system and love it. The car drives great and handles really well! The
interior is spacious and solid contrary to domestic cars. Pros: Great car that I have updated to
suite my tastes for how much time I spend in the car. Very sleek car. Cons: Scratches and dents
show up too easily, VW rear door handles need to be pulled twice to open when doors are
locked. It is the perfect highway car, the smoothness of an American full size, the handling of a
European sports sedan, and over 45 mpg on a trip. Read More. Very easy to operate and the SE
trim features many items as standard equipment. Great handling. I have come in to see this
Jetta but drove off in an SUV instead. Great customer service, they were able to get me
approved when everyone was giving me a hard time. Great inventory at great prices. I have
always liked the style of the Volkswagen Jetta. I had one for 14 years. I also had a super beetle
convertible for eight years before that the one I never should have sold! However, I am I believe
that is car is an amazing value. The features the SE trim offers are amazing. I only wish mine
had automatic lights. The VW Jetta is a great car! The timing to get a new car just wasnt right for
me. The manual transmiss After I made several searches on the internet, I found this vehicle
that had everything I was looking for, good model, few miles, excellent conditions, good price. I
just stopped by to see it and I co I love the rear view camera feature the car has it is awesome!
Awesome car. Great gas mileage and performance. Great car. So far I am really impressed with
this car. It drives great, the diesel is very strong and fuel efficient 30 mpg with a lot of city
driving. It handles well, super smooth shifting and cornering. Have you driven a Volkswagen
Jetta? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear
selections. Is this review helpful? Yes No. Guru99MW4J writes:. Back Seats:. Primary Use:
Family transportation Pros: Great driving this sweetheart, handles like a sports car, which it is.
Cons: Air conditioner is weak. Is this helpful? ScottRaj writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to
work Pros: Nice, clean vehicle. Jeff writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Fantastic
gas mileage, decent sized interior for 4 door sedan, good torque, solid handling and ride at
highway speeds. Cons: Would benefit from 50 more horsepower. Ben writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: Great car that I have updated to suite my tastes for how much time I
spend in the car. Mrkoompong says:. I love speed, so I love this car. Dalecrill says:. Reviews
From Other Years. Read all 5 Volkswagen Jetta reviews. Read all 10 Volkswagen Jetta reviews.
Read all 8 Volkswagen Jetta reviews. Read all 4 Volkswagen Jetta reviews. Cars compared to
Volkswagen Jetta. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare
Volkswagen Jetta to Related Models. Compact Sedans - User Rankings. Best Compact Sedans.
Most Powerful Compact Sedans. Best Handling Compact Sedans. Best Looking Compact
Sedans. Best Family Compact Sedans. Best Compact Sedans in Value. Select Year Yes No
Looking for a Used Jetta in your area? Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Fantastic gas
mileage, decent sized interior for 4 door sedan, good torque, solid handling and ride at highway

speeds Cons: Would benefit from 50 more horsepower Is this review helpful? Very sleek car
Cons: Scratches and dents show up too easily, VW rear door handles need to be pulled twice to
open when doors are locked Is this review helpful? I would like to have more features in my car
such as Bluetooth, push to start, keyless entry, and seat warmers. I think other features in my
car could be improved such as the carpeting and size of side mirrors. I think my car gets good
mileage and the size is nice. Expensive care and work done to Volkswagen because it is a
foreign car. It is good in gas but the maintenance to keep up with it can get pricey. Overall has
good features and gas efficient. I would recommend Volkswagen if you have the money to keep
up with it. My car has been good up until recently. It costs a fortune to fix. Up until recently my
air conditioner has a leak in it. Not to mention the two wheel drive does me not favors. This is a
decent car for driving around town but not for someone who lives in the east coast. I absolutely
love my car. It's comfortable and extremely reliable. It has leather and tinted window. The 5
cylinder motor provides plenty of power and get exceptional gas mileage. The styling is great
and modern. The sound system is loud and sounds crisp and clear. I like my Volkswagen Jetta a
lot! I have had it just shy of a year and so far it has done me well! It is not as modern as it could
be because it is not brand new but it still has some good tech. I haven't had any problems with
this car at all. I have a light that comes on now and then that signals that a light is burnt out,
however it must be an issue with the sensor because I have tested every light and they are all in
working condition. The car drives smoothly, the stereo is nice. There are seat warmers and
there is a spacious trunk. It also came with a handy first aid kit in a pouch which had velcro on it
so I can stick it to the walls in my trunk. Overall, it is a solid car! This car provides a comfortable
ride with little to no maintenance issues. It is great on gas, versatile and reliable. The car is
easily adjustable for whatever you may need to fit in it and an added bonus is that when you are
driving you will notice that the car has a great turn radius. You are sure to get great use out of
this car. The Volkswagen Jetta is very reliable, dependable, and easy to handle. It offers a great
amount of luxury, exceptional design work, and comfortable seating. The performance of the
Volkswagen Jetta is great. This car is great to drive on the road, off the road, and wherever suits
your fancy. Trying to get a repair on the Volkswagen Jetta is a bit tough, but overall very good
and very dependable. This car is perfect for high school students, college students, and others
driving back and forth to work and school, and running errands. Would highly recommend any
drive this car. I love it and it has great features. The features include a CD player, 5 seats,
automatic windows, leather seats, and high class appeal. They are expensive to fix. But is great
for a first car. The interior roof is falling out. I have had it for three years now. I love the car. We
have fixed the breaks several times and they seem to stop working more than they should. The
car is now seven years old and had one previous owner. I love my VW for the most part. It is a
spacious sedan, have taken it on my trips! I have only had minor issues with the car, and a few
recalls, that I got fixed within the last year. No vehicular problems, sometimes the stick shift
gets a little sticky but all around a decent looking car with great mileage. Seats are comfortable
for being cloth and the car itself drives well. One full tank for me gets me about miles which is
about 13 gallons of gas which is quite nice for long road trips. Very good on gas, never had any
problems with it super cute and comfortable to drive. The only issue is the radio screen display
goes in and out and the image glitches which a mechanic told me is a common issue with this
model and year but the audio still works just fine. It is a good car however, unlike most models
this car happens to have the sport handle and also contains the stick shift handle with 1 2 and
stuff even though most of the handle is automatic. The Bluetooth is well packed but the radio
sometimes have problems. Otherwise it is a very good car if you are looking for something
speedy and basic. My Volkswagen is a pretty nice low car, and it is automatic. It is really good
on gas usage. Do not have a Bluetooth on the radio but there's the charging outlet that you can
connect a Bluetooth device. It has a nice leather seat. The parts are not costly as compared to a
lot of other cars that have the same year make. I live my Volkswagen Jetta personally. It is a
great first car. It is cheap on gas. Also because it is used I was worried about problems but so
far I have had no problems. It is small and easy to use. Very easy to learn how to drive in as
well. Definitely recommend getting a Jetta for a first car. I love my car and all of the features that
come with it! The leather interior is very nice and the heated seats are great. I find it very
reliable. I also like the fact that there is no key required. The look of the car is nice as well. So
far, I haven't experienced problems with this car. Thankful only a few issues. Two recalls and
long waits for parts. Normal wear and regular tuneups. Brake pads have been the topic of
debates. I went with ceramic as recommended. Read that ceramic will squeak then should stop
after a few trips. No it has been over four months. We'll have to do more research on brake pads
before my next purchase. Hybrid failed after two years of ownership. Other than that the car is
great. The power it has being a hybrid is excellent and the interior is very comfortable. The
standard features that came with the car were excellent. The price point for the size and fuel

efficiency were the best in its class. I always wanted small car so if that's what you're looking
for this is it. I like how the interior of the car and how easily you can manage everything, from
pedals to steering wheel. Comfortable seats and moves as you want for your comfort. Enough
space for passengers and trunk has big enough space for all your needs. Always dependable
VW engineering, awesome fuel mileage. Great stereo system, never any difficulties. Has a
towing package installed and pulls a popup trailer with no problems. Has plenty of room and
cargo space for a small wagon. Will really miss this car when we get our next one. My VW Jetta
is very smooth car to drive. The only time I take it to the car shop is for maintenance of an oil
change. It is a very reliable car and fuel efficient as well. I used it for my last two years of college
and wouldn't have wanted to have use any other car for the job. It helped me save on gas, as
that was the only weekly expense I had for it. I can go to charlotte everyday and only have to fill
my gas tank at the end of the week. Reliable, and great to drive. I have a Jetta hybrid and it is
great it does on average 39 mpg. It is got heated seats and great trunk space. I have had the car
for over four years and have had any major repairs or issues. I used it as my commuter car to
and from work each day. I bought used in great condition. Perfect for my small family. Never
had any issues with the engine or anything else. Great gas mileage. It also has heated seats.
Will definitely buy VW again in the future. Has USB connections and Bluetooth connectivity.
Overall I love this car. Oil changes are a little more expensive due to the bigger tank. There were
two recalls on my car with the key getting stuck and airbag issues that were taken care of for
free. It has a touch screen in the front console with access to Bluetooth, Sirius radio, aux cord,
and holds six disks for CDs. There is also buttons on the steering wheel to change the music
and answer calls with Bluetooth. There are three charging ports in the car. With the back row
there is access to unlock the doors. The gas tank takes regular and is a 6 cylinder. I am overall
happy with the purchase of my car. Super reliable. Seats are very comfy! Seats are also a nice
black leather. Car also has heated seats. Super spacious. Car drives smoothly. Has Bluetooth,
great air conditioning, tinted windows, center console, nice leather wrapped steering wheel.
Lastly, the vehicle is great for any person. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. Expert
Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature Reviews. Comfort Reviews.
Fuel Economy Reviews. Performance Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems
Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Base Sedan. S Sedan. SE Sedan. S Sport. SEL Sedan. TDI Sedan.
SE Sport. Hybrid Sedan. TDI Sport. Hybrid SE Sedan. Hybrid SEL Sedan. Search by keyword.
Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Monique B wrote on October 13,
Hailey J wrote on October 12, Lily M wrote on October 12, Erika O wrote on October 10,
Christopher C wrote on October 10, Julia V wrote on October 10, Margaret S wrote on October 9,
Chelsea H wrote on October 9, Cameron M wrote on October 8, Katelyn M wrote on October 8,
Levi S wrote on October 6, Nicole P wrote on October 6, Zim C wrote on October 5, Dawn F
wrote on October 4, Abigail R wrote on October 2, Al A wrote on September 30, Rebecca W
wrote on September 28, Scott C wrote on September 27, Fanny L wrote on September 27, Frank
W wrote on September 24, Joshua M wrote on September 24, Kev M wrote on September 23,
Robert B wrote on September 23, Sam B wrote on September 22, Ashley N wrote on September
21, Continue to Overview. Now, however, those tumbleweeds have given way to comparatively
vast fields
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of decent-to-drive greenery. The largest drawback: Although the brakes have decent stopping
power, the pedal feels like stepping in a pile of oatmeal. The hp, 2. Off idle, a bit of lag gives way
to a thump of thrust as the 2. So the best technique is to use throttle discipline or manually
actuated shifts to keep revs in the fat part of the torque curve to rpm , which allows effortless
cruising even in hilly terrain. Run of the mill? No way. Displacement: cu in, cc Power: hp rpm
Torque: lb-ft rpm. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The
Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best
Station Wagons of View Photos. Expand Collapse. This content is created and maintained by a
third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may
be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests.

